does the word

COMPLIANCE

make

you nervous?

Exposure To Increasing Regulatory Audits have increased since 2001.
In a world of increasing identity theft and ever-changing legislation, companies are
becoming more and more aware of steep financial penalties and potential jail time
associated with non-compliance of document and electronic shredding.
Shredding Alone Is No Longer A Viable Solution.
In recent years, business owners and compliance officers have been forced to seek out
increased security measures to ensure mandatory compliance. Business owners need to
prepare themselves for the potential situation of an audit or lawsuit. A situation that can
leave a business in financial ruin.
The Most Advanced Security System In The U.S.
PROlTEK Document Destruction offers companies both document and electronic media
destruction with an exclusive program called Safeguard Destruction Advantage.

Safeguard Destruction Advantage®
Absolute Auditable Proof Of Disposal
PROlTEK Safeguard Destruction Advantage offers a new comprehensive program designed
to shield you and your business from the burden of destroying confidential information and
ensure absolute auditable proof of disposal. It is a process that secures and tracks your
documents through PRO lTEK’s unique barcoding and GPS tracking system.
Online Account History
With software specially designed by PROlTEK , our clients can login to our website, view
their account history, including date and time stamps of each pickup, and view a video of the
actual destruction of their documents!

the next page in shredding.

PRO lTEK Document Destruction provides absolute auditable proof of proper
disposal by providing features like convenient pickup schedules, secured officegrade bins that blend in with your work area, and complete site evaluations to help
your employees become more compliant with less effort. Most importantly, what
makes the Safeguard Destruction Advantage complete and fully reliable is the
development of PROlTEK’s unique features:
Bonded Employees
All PROlTEK employees are processed through full background
checks, sign confidentially agreements and are fully bonded
and insured. Every plant operator wears pocket-free cleanroom suits to insure the highest level of security.
Barcode and GPS Security
PROlTEK uses a unique proprietary system that informs the
client with date and time of document and bin pickup, truck
transport, plant arrival and final destruction. Our trucks are
equipped with Geographic Positioning Systems (GPS) that
tracks the location of each truck, so we know where your
documents are every step of the way.
Deguassing
PRO lTEK addresses the newest compliance concern involving
electronic media disposal. Complete unrecoverable erasure
and destruction of hard drives and other media including Cds,
DVDs, and memory sticks.
Video Proof and Hard Copy Documentation
With software especially designed by PRO lTEK, our clients can
login to our website and view detailed account history and
video of the final destruction of their documents.
Online Newsletter
PRO lTEK customers stay up to date with ever-changing
regulations set forth by legislative organizations that effect your
business with our free online newsletter.

Advanced Security. Increased Compliance. Competitive Pricing.

You shred to protect your customers,
Use PROlTEK to protect your business.
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Safeguard Destruction Advantage®

Office-Grade Consoles
Studies show employees are more compliant when bins are conveniently placed near work areas. PRO-TEK
provides a variety of office-grade console bins that are placed free-of-charge.

! Available from 24” to 40” in height.
! Great for placing under or near desks.
!
!
!
!

Barcoded and secured interior bags replaced each pickup.
Low profile presence fits into standard office environment.
Tamper evident.
Convenient, front-loading slot leaves entire top surface available
for other office accessories.

Back-Room Bins
Ideal for mail rooms and back office areas. Useful during occasional purging of data
and can be placed temporarily.
!
!
!
!
!

Available from 65 gallons or 96 gallons.
Constructed of high performance injected plastic.
Bins replaced each pickup.
High profile presence helps ensure compliance.
Tamper evident, keyed alike with convenient, front-loading
drop slot.

Bin Pricing
1

Pickup
Weekly

Semi-Monthly

Monthly

Bi-Monthly

50

55

60

$ 45 per bin

2 to 3

35

40

45

50

3 to 5

30

35

40

n/a

5 to 10

25

30

35

n/a

10 to 20

20

25

30

n/a

20 to 50

15

20

25

n/a

NEW
Electronic
Media Bins!

50+ priced on request

Occasionally, you may have a large amount of old documents that are taking up space while you decide
how to dispose of them. Call PRO-TEK to come by and pick everything up! We will supply you with the same
100% proof of compliance. We will even work with you based on weight or by the box!

By weight
1-300 lbs. .50/lb
301-600 lbs. .40/lb
601 + lbs. .30/lb

Banker box
1-10 $15/box
11-20 $12/box
21-50 $9/box
51+ $6/box

914-509-6657
PRO-TEK Document Destruction

The next page in shredding.
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